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Abstract

Nine ERS-1 and ERS-2 descending orbit data acquired over the Aira Caldera between
June 1995 and November 1998 were used to create 31 differential interferograms. Al-
though the interferograms exhibit a relatively low level of coherence, even for couples
sampling short time intervals (6 months), Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture5

Radar (DinSAR) reveals a pattern of range change signal during the observation period
in the urban area of Kokubu city. The analysis of the ground deformation time series
relative to the earliest ERS images evidenced a maximum uplift of 23 mm between the
north and the south of the city during the studied period. Taking the reduced surface
of the coherent area into account, we performed a simple modelling of the deformation10

field assuming a spherical inflating source within an elastic half-space medium. This
simple model predicts a source located beneath the centre of Aira Caldera with a max-
imum volume increase of 30 106 m3 between 1995 and 1997, which would produced
an inflation of about 7 cm of the centre of Aira Caldera and 4 cm of the south of Kokubu
city. These results are in good agreement with other geophysical observations car-15

ried out on Aira caldera during this unrest period. Despite the limited spatial extent of
the coherent areas around Aira Caldera, this study shows that DinSAR method using
ERS data can be successfully used to detect subtle ground displacement changes of
the volcanic complex and thus provides complementary information to ground-based
geodetic monitoring of dynamic processes at Aira Caldera and Sakurajima volcano.20

1 Introduction

Numerous papers have shown the potentialities of SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar)
interferometry data for ground deformation studies on volcanoes (Sigmundsson et al.,
1999; Nishimura et al., 2001). Under optimal conditions a differential interferogram
derived from two SAR images provides the possibility to monitor to within an accuracy25

of few cm topographic changes induced by internal volcanic processes over periods of
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time up to several months or years. Furthermore, as satellite systems repeat their orbit
on the order of weeks, it is now possible to generate deformation time series which
help to better resolve time dependant deformation (Ferretti et al., 2001; Schmidt and
Burgmann, 2003). In this paper we use the DinSAR method to examine ground defor-
mation occuring on the volcanic complex of Aira Caldera (Japan) within the 1995–19985

period (Fig. 1A). This Caldera and its post-caldera volcano, Sakurajima, are among
the most active volcanic centers in Japan where significant ground deformations have
been evidenced from ground monitoring networks since several decades (Omori, 1916;
Yokoyama, 1971; Aramaki, 1984). The latest precise levelling survey conducted along
a coast road at Sakurijima clearly shows that the deflation of the ground around the Aira10

Caldera started in 1974 was turned into inflation in 1994 (Ishihara, 1999). In the same
way, the analysis of a series of JERS interferograms (Murakami et al., 2001; Okuyama
et al., 2001) acquired between 1994 and 1998 leads to the same conclusion. In this
paper, we show here a clear evidence of ground deformation of the northern rim of the
Aira Caldera which is in good agreement with both independent studies. The analysis15

and interpretation of the interferometric time series are presented hereafter.

2 DinSAR data acquisition and processing

We analyzed a series of 31 interferograms produced from 9 ERS-1 and ERS-2 scenes
acquired in descending orbits over Aira Caldera volcanic complex between June 1995
and November 1998 (Table 1). The differential interferograms were produced by the20

two pass method with DIAPASON software (CNES, 1996) using precise ERS orbits
data (Sharroo et al., 1998). Figure 3A shows a typical example of a wrapped inter-
ferogram composed with ERS images spanning more than one year (orbits 20503 :
1995-06-17 and 10850 : 1997-05-18). It can be noted that the interferogram exhibits
a relatively low level of coherence on the whole area and the image section between25

Sakurajima volcano and the coast is disconnected through water surface. However,
the coherence on Kagoshima and Kokubu cities located respectively west and north
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of the Bay of Kagoshima is maintained for over our SAR data observations. Exami-
nation of the differential SAR interferograms computed over time separations from one
year to three years reveals a persistent interferometric phase signal located on Kokubu
city whereas the phase on Kagoshima city remains generally flat. Such a phase sig-
nal (up to almost one fringe) can not be attributed to topographic residuals resulting5

from DEM inaccuracies used in the data reduction as it does not appear on various
interferograms obtained from images spanning over less than one month with orbits
perpendicular baselines greater than 350 meters. Effects of excess path delays pro-
duced by temporal changes of water vapour contents in the troposphere might be also
invoked to explain the interferometric signals on Sakurajima as they have been already10

evidenced on the studied area (Remy et al., 2003). The signal evidenced here on
Kokubu city is unlikely to be produced by topography related tropospheric effects as
the height variations along this coherent area are very weak (less than 200 m) and do
not reveal any correlation with the observed phase signal. If we can not rule out a pos-
sible contribution of residual transient tropospheric effects, it is noteworthy that all the15

independent interferograms (i.e. generated from images pairs acquired from different
satellite tracks) having significant signals exhibit a phase variation with coherent pat-
terns with both space and time (signal with relatively constant shape and with an am-
plitude increase with increasing time separation between SAR images). Taking these
facts into account, we interpret the series of temporal signals observed over Kokubu20

city as mainly produced by a displacement towards the sensor line of sight associated
to land uplift.

3 Analysis of the DinSAR time series

Most of the interferograms exhibits a low level of coherence which makes it difficult
to unwrapp the whole extension of images. Only two disconnected areas remain co-25

herent during the observation period. Furthermore, the observation of the DinSAR
series does not reveal a deformation pattern over Kagoshima city. This point will be
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addressed further in this paper. We thus focused our quantitative study, on a 10 by
10 km area that includes the whole coherent area over Kokubu city where the phase
signal is clearly defined. Then, the filtered differential interferograms using a weighted
power spectral density filter (Goldstein et al., 1988) were unwrapped using an imple-
mentation of a Network-flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping developed by Chen and5

Zebker (2002). In order to better understand and quantify the time dependent defor-
mation, we generated a time series of interferograms relative to the earliest SAR image
of our data set (orbit 20503 acquired the 17 June 1995) using a technique proposed
by Usai (1999) and Lundgren and Usai (2001). Due to the limited spatial extent of the
selected coherent area it was not possible to define a reference point far away from10

the area of inflation which could be considered as a zero phase value for the phase
unwrapping process. Consequently, in order to make comparable the phase varia-
tions both in space and time within the studied area and considering the decreasing
pattern of the signal towards the north, we then fixed arbitrarily a reference site on
north Kokubu (noted P in Fig. 1B) for which the observed deformation is assumed to15

be minimal over the studied period. The reference phase value for this site has been
calculated by averaging the unwrapped phase values for the surrounding pixels within
a 200 m squared box. This minimal deformation phase value has thus been used as a
common reference for the whole time series of unwrapped interferograms.

By this process, the resulting field deformation maps give a relative measure of the20

ground displacement with respect to this fixed reference point. In the first stage, in
order to detect the presence of noise or unwrapped phase errors that could lead to
severe misinterpretations, we estimated the phase unwrapping biases by comparing
each subset of three interferograms composed of a linear combination of three SAR
images. At a given pixel the phase value closure for all subsets of interferograms25

should be closed to zero. This analysis enhances the consistency of our dataset of
unwrapped interferograms for which a 90% of the pixels have closure discrepancies
lower than 4 mm. Then, the network of 31 interferograms was used to give an optimal
measure of the surface deformation at Kokubu city expressed in centimeter for each in-
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terferogram relative to the reference image (orbit 20503). At a given pixel the observed
deformation relative to the chosen reference point is adjusted to minimize the closure
discrepancies within the network using a least square inversion. Figure 1.B shows the
resulting adjusted deformation field for the eight images relative to the reference image
(see Table 1). As an example, a result is given for the interferogram orbits 20503–5

10850 in Fig. 2B were the raw DinSAR time series along a north-south profile PP’ (see
Fig. 1B) is compared with the compensated one obtained from the adjustment of 8
images. This comparison evidences the good adequacy of the compensation process
of the original DinSAR data. The resulting deformation map series clearly reveals a
pattern of uplift between June 1995 to May 1997 with as much as 23 mm of differential10

uplift between the south and the north of Kokubu area. The Fig. 2A plots the maximum
relative deformation values observed along the P-P’ profile at the respective SAR im-
ages acquisition dates. The good agreement of measured uplifts obtained for image
orbits 23509 and 03836 (8±1 mm, 6±1 mm) and images orbits images orbits 20503
and 21004 (0±1 mm, −1±1 mm) spanning respectively one and 35 days enhances15

the robustness of the approach followed to quantify the surface deformation occurred
during the studied period over Kokubu area. The DinSAR time series (Figs. 1B and
2A) confirm that a differential uplift up to 23 mm between north and south of Kokubu
area occurred within August 1995 and May 1997 (within days 211 to 701) followed by
a stop in the uplift observed between May 1997 and October 1998) and finally by a20

period of an apparent rapid subsidence of few mm amplitude between October and
November 1998. We believe that this apparent decrease in the uplift is mainly due to
signal contamination by local atmospheric heterogeneities. Considering the results of
other ground deformations studies carried out from JERS and GPS data on this vol-
canic complex for the similar time period (Okuyama et al., 2001) this uplift-subsidence25

sequence evidenced here on Kokubu area between 1995 and 1998 might be consid-
ered as a part of a larger ground deformation signal resulting from inflation-deflation
processes within the main magma chamber already identified below the Aira caldera.
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4 Source of crustal deformation

We used a simple approach in order to investigate this hypothesis and to quantify
the source for crustal deformations located in the center of Area caldera which may
produce the observed signal at Kokubu city. Such an approach is facilitated by the
low topography in the study area that makes possible to use the elastic half space5

assumption. We thus solved the best fitting of our uplift measurements using a point
source model as already proposed for this volcano in previous studies (Murakami et al.,
2001; Okuyama et al., 2001). The limited spatial extent of the coherent area, which will
only represent a small segment of the deformation field, makes it difficult to estimate
simultaneously the location of the source and its associated variation. We decided to10

reduce the number of 4 parameters to three by assuming a deformation source located
10 km below the sea level in accordance with the above mentioned results of ground
deformations studies for this unrest period. We solved the best fitting point source
model using a non-linear least square inversion approach. Table 2 shows the resulting
solutions and rms between the observed and predicted signals for three interferograms15

having the maximum observed signal. The resulting best fit models for these two years
differential interferograms involve an equivalent volumetric change of a sphere located
beneath Aira Caldera ranged between 29 106 m3 and 30 106 m3. Figure 3A and B
show respectively the interferograms formed by the images orbits 20503–10850 and
the range displacements as predicted by the model over the whole Aira caldera. The20

correspondence between the modeled and the observed data on Kokubu area is en-
hanced in Fig. 3C and D The modeled radar line of sight displacement generated by
this model in the other coherent urban area (Kagoshima city), which was not used in
the inversion process, would locally produce a variation in amplitude lower than 6 mm.
This weak deformation signal associated with the maximum uplift observed on Kokubu25

city explain the lack of interferometric signal observed in this urban area.
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5 Conclusion

Despite the limited spatial extent of the coherent areas around Aira Caldera, ERS data
has been successfully used in this study for measuring a sequence of ground displace-
ment changes occurred on this volcanic complex during a three years period. The in-
terferogram time series analysis performed on the SAR coherent area of Kokubu city5

evidences that at least 23±1 mm of relative upflit has occurred within June 1995 and
May 1997 between the north and the south of this urban area. The source modelling of
the crustal deformations using the Mogi’s model predicts a source located beneath the
centre of Aira Caldera which is compatible with an expansion of a magma body. The
best fitting model that explains the maximum uplift corresponds to a volume increase10

of 30 106 m3 which would produce a predicted uplift of about 70 mm of the caldera
floor above the inflation source. These results are in good agreement with those ob-
tained by recent observations based on JERS,GPS and precise levelling data spanning
a similar time period which predicts a maximum volume increase of 28 106 between
July 1994 and Mars 1997 (Murakami et al., 2001; Okuyama et al., 2001) and suggest15

that both results are highly reliable. Although the ERS interferograms exibit a lowest
level of coherence than JERS interferograms, the accuracy of the orbital state vectors
provided by Delft Institute and the highest sensibility of the C-band to ground defor-
mations enables to detect subtle crustal deformation signal, such as those evidenced
here. Obviously, the limited spatial extent of the coherent area does not make possible20

to take the whole caldera structure into account, but these results give first order in-
formation on the source location and volume variation occurred during the 1995–1998
period. This study also confirms that the analysis of space derived deformation field
maps over the Kokubu city may provide useful additional information to other geodetic
measurements to better understand the dynamical processes at Aira caldera. Finally,25

this study shows that Kokubu city may be considered as an excellent area to apply
methods such those based on InSAR persistent scatterer (Ferretti et al., 2001; Hooper
et al., 2004) for analysing crustal deformation in relation with the Sakurajima activity.
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Table 1. List of ERS-1 and ERS-2 radar images used in this study.

Orbite Date B⊥ (m) Days

20503 17/06/95 0 0
21004 22/07/95 344 35
21505 26/08/95 72 70
23509 13/01/96 191 210
03836 14/01/96 65 211
25513 01/06/96 −332 350
10850 18/05/97 162 701
18365 25/10/98 203 1226
18866 29/11/98 115 1261
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Table 2. Inversion solutions for point source models for the three selected interferograms.

Master Slave days X Y V Rms
(◦) (◦) (m3) (mm)

20503 10850 701 130.71 31.68 29 106 3
21004 10850 666 130.71 31.68 29 106 4
21505 10850 631 130.71 31.69 30 106 4
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Figure 1. 

A

Fig. 1. (A) Location of the studied area of Aira Caldera (Japan). Inset selection corresponds
to the Kokubu city area used in this study for SAR data analysis and modeling; (B) Inverted
deformation field (mm) for each of the 8 ERS images relative to the earliest image of the data
set (June 1995). P and P’ denote the reference profile used in the data analysis.
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Figure 2. 

A B

Fig. 2. (A) Maximum relative ground deformation signal evidenced from ERS data between
north and south Kokubu (PP’ profile) for various acquisition dates. The amplitudes and the
standard deviation (vertical error bars) of the maximum uplift values are taken from a 10×50
pixels E-W cross section centred on the area of the maximum uplift around P’. The maximum
amplitude of the uplift reaches 23 mm between June 1995 and May 1997; (B) Example of
adjustment of deformation signal, along profile PP’, between raw DinSAR time series (dashed
line) and adjusted ones obtained from the 8 images (solid line). The shaded envelope indicates
the standard deviation of the adjusted time series observed for each pixel.
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A B D

Fig. 3. (A) Filtered interferogram obtained from the phase difference of SAR image orbits
(20503, 10850) spanning more than one year (17 June 1995 and 18 May 1997). The phase
signal is clearly visible on Kokubu city and corresponds to about 23 mm of total displacement
along the sensor line of sight as confirmed by the time series analysis; (B) Best fit model found
using a Mogi modeling approach expressed in wrapped phase value; (C) Residual wrapped
phase values between observed and modeled data over coherent area of Kokubu city; (D)
Corresponding observed (dots) and modeled (solid line) relative range displacements along
the profile PP’.
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